1. When doing business with Logistxs, you agree that you have read, understand and agree to the following terms relating to our quotation for service and any contracted or ordered services is expressed in US currency (USD).

2. Your freight may need extra insurance as some carriers will only provide damage insurance at the rate of $0.10 per pound / per shipment.

3. You must notify us if you require additional insurance.

4. By using the services of Logistxs you agree that Logistxs is not responsible for damage to your freight by a carrier and the freight invoice is due and payable regardless of damage.

5. Freight pickup times are based on truck availability.

6. A shipper MUST use our Bill of Lading for OUR rate to apply.

7. If the shipper prepares and provides the Bill of Lading to the carrier, Logistxs reserves the right to be removed from the transaction and any carrier charge is the responsibility of the shipper. Delivery times are not guaranteed, but guaranteed delivery is available.

8. Any quotes based on Pallet Pricing requires that the driver sign for pallets not pieces and these shipments are released at $0.50 per pound, additional insurance can be provided for an additional fee.

9. Quotes are based on shipment and freight details that you provide and are good for 5 days, if a discrepancy is discovered, in a tendered shipment, you are responsible for any additional charges, if any.

10. Transportation charges apply regardless of any damage to freight in transit.

11. If the shipment is not delivered or the delivery is delayed due to consignee refusal or other circumstance not under the control of the carrier, the freight may be stored on a temporary basis and reasonable storage charges may be applied to the charges, there also may be a re-delivery charge applied.

12. If any differences between provided shipment specs and actual order are discovered, the charges may be adjusted accordingly (such as mis-stated weight), and may result in a later adjusted invoice.

13. The rate provided will include the fuel surcharge but does not include any accessorail charges (like residential delivery, lumper, lift gate, appointments, etc.) or other fees unless otherwise noted.

14. Rate is based upon shipper load and consignee unload.

15. If any extra charges by carrier are due, you understand that those charges will be additional to our quoted rate.

16. Unless otherwise provided, freight will ship unprotected from outside temperatures. Concealed damage must be reported within 5 days of receipt of goods, or the claim can get denied.

17. All quotes are dependent upon the carrier remaining in business throughout the delivery of the freight, and become void should the carrier cease operations. Logistxs will then provide a new quotation.

Please contact Logistxs with any questions regarding these terms.